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Abstract The sensitivity to angular rotation of the top class
Sagnac gyroscope GINGERINO is carefully investigated
with standard statistical means, using 103 days of contin-
uous operation and the available geodesic measurements of
the Earth angular rotation rate. All features of the Earth rota-
tion rate are correctly reproduced. The unprecedented sensi-
tivity of fractions of frad/s is attained for long term runs. This
excellent sensitivity and stability put Sagnac gyroscopes at
the forefront for fundamental physics, in particular for tests
of general relativity and Lorentz violation, where the sensi-
tivity plays the key role to provide reliable data for deeper
theoretical investigations.

1 Introduction

Ring Laser Gyroscopes (RLGs) exploit the Sagnac effect
– i.e. the interference of two counter-propagating photon
beams in a closed optical path – to measure absolute rotation
of the apparatus with respect to the local inertial frame [1].
For the last 40 years large-scale versions of RLGs have been
regarded as a promising tool for geodesy and fundamental
physics researches [2,3]. A relevant contribution to geodesy
is a more accurate estimate of Earth Rotation Parameters
(ERP) [4], i.e. polar motion and sub-daily variations of uni-
versal time, that correspond to direction and modulus of the
Earth angular velocity vector, respectively. RLGs eventually
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should provide to the International Earth Rotation System
(IERS) [5] a continuous, faster, high-resolution measurement
of the ERP, complementary to the well-established methods
based on VLBI and GNSS (e.g. GPS, LSR, DORIS, etc.) data.
Further to ERP measurements with ground-based instrumen-
tation, challenging tests of fundamental physics can be car-
ried out with RLGs by studying the tiny residuals of the
proper time difference between the counter-propagating pho-
ton beams, which last once any known rotation contribution
(geophysical, geodetic or local) has been taken into account
and subtracted. These residuals are directly connected to met-
ric description of local space-time geometry [6] or searches
for Lorentz violations [7].

Unfortunately, the non-linearities induced by laser dynam-
ics have made the RLG applications less attractive, and pre-
vented the full comprehension of long term stability and
sensitivity of RLGs. The laser dynamics corrections [8–
13] are unavoidable if the RLG top sensitivity must be
pushed towards testing space-time structures and symme-
tries, beyond the experimental results in gravitational or par-
ticle physics already available in the literature [14,15]. In
this regard, we have recently demonstrated that effects of
non linear dynamics can be cancelled at a level of one part
in 103 and this was enough to push the sensitivity of our
RLG to sub-prad/s rotation rates [16]. It is remarkable that
also cold atoms in a Sagnac interferometer achieved a pretty
good sensitivity. However, there is a ∼ 5 orders of magnitude
gap in rotation sensitivity between current devices and large-
scale RLGs [17–19]. Another interesting gyroscope design
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is based on passive optical cavities which have been studied
for gravitational waves detectors [20,21], and are foreseen
for space based gravitational waves antennas [22–24], but
they have not yet demonstrated sufficient sensitivity.

Notable general relativity (GR) tests with gyroscopes are
the measurement of the De Sitter effect due to the curvature of
space-time around the Earth and of the Lense–Thirring effect
due to the Earth rotation (dragging of the local inertial frames)
[25]. Such tests are based on the comparison between the
Earth angular velocity vector as estimated by IERS and the
corresponding measurements obtained by an array of RLGs.
Moreover, a RLG array can reconstruct the “local geometry”
of null geodetics of space-time and test whether it fully cor-
responds to the GR description or it requires GR extensions
or modifications [26,27]. Though at the level of the solar
system GR well fits experimental observations, it suffers sev-
eral shortcomings from the very small up to the cosmolog-
ical scales. For example, it cannot predict the right correla-
tion between mass and radius of some neutron stars [28,29],
the galaxy rotation curve without introducing Dark Matter
[30,31], or the accelerated expansion of the Universe in the
late time without introducing Dark Energy [32]. Dark Matter
and Dark Energy are supposed to represent the 26.8% and
68% of the Universe content, but have never been detected
directly.

At the small scales, while Strong and Electroweak inter-
actions can be dealt with under the standard of quantum field
theory, many issues arise in the attempt to merge the formal-
ism of GR with that of quantum mechanics [33–35]. Indeed,
in view of a possible quantum scheme, the spacetime metric
should represent both a dynamical field and the background.
This is not the case of other interactions, whose treatment
is simplified by the assumption that the spacetime is sup-
posed to be flat. Also, from quantum field theory in curved
spacetime, a discrepancy of 120 orders of magnitude occurs
between the theoretically predicted value of the cosmological
constant and the experimentally observed one.

Modified theories of gravity arose with the purpose of
solving such shortcomings, by considering alternatives to the
Einstein–Hilbert action [27,36]. GR can be modified in sev-
eral ways, such as introducing the coupling between geom-
etry and scalar fields [37,38], higher-order curvature invari-
ants [39–41], torsion and non-metricity [26,42], or by not
requiring the equivalence principle to hold a priori [43].

In this context, experimental observations play a funda-
mental role. On the one hand, they can be used to constrain
dynamical degrees of freedom occurring in modified theo-
ries of gravity [44], selecting physically relevant theories.
One the other hand, observations may address the research
for GR extensions towards viable models, also suggesting
the scales in which such extensions are needed.

For instance, in [45], post-Newtonian approximation is
used to put upper limits to the functional form of a higher-

order scalar-tensor action; in [46] f (R) gravity is constrained
by solar system tests; in [47] the fundamental plane of galax-
ies is addressed to geometric contributions; in [48] non-local
theories of gravity are selected by S2 star orbit.

Other interesting tests searching for new physics involve
the local Lorentz invariance, since well motivated extensions
of the Standard Model for particle physics predict Lorentz
violation terms, that can be checked by the interference of
the two counter-propagating beams of light [7].

All such unique features of RLGs motivated us to pro-
pose the GINGER experiment [49,50] and to build its test
bed GINGERINO [51,52] at the underground Gran Sasso
laboratory. GINGERINO is a 3.6 m side RLG that has been
taking data in an almost continuous basis since 2017; it runs
unattended and free running ensuring a duty-cycle around
80% even in the absence of an active geometry control [53].
This large amount of data gives us the possibility to improve
the comprehension of the instrument, understand its sensitiv-
ity limits, and assess the feasibility of long term operation.
Our activity is aimed at improving the experimental set-up
of the future GINGER array taking full advantage of the very
careful analysis of GINGERINO data, where weak points of
the system design can be identified, and the origin of distur-
bances or limitations in the sensitivity can be investigated.
In general terms, the study of very high sensitivity appara-
tus is rather difficult, since it deals with noise. The validity
of Earth based tests depends on the effective sensitivity of
the apparatus, since for both GR and Lorentz violation the
sensitivity indicates whether the test is competitive with the
existing experimentally established limits. The watershed in
both cases is to discriminate variations of the Earth rotation
rate down to 1 part in 109. GINGERINO has the advantage
to be sensitive to the global geodetic signals of the Earth, as
Chandler and Annual wobbles, polar motions and variations
of the universal time. These are rather small signals indepen-
dently and constantly measured by the international system
IERS with very high accuracy. Therefore geodesy provides
the signals to investigate the sensitivity of the apparatus. It
has been recently demonstrated that GINGERINO reaches
the sensitivity limit of 40 frad/s in 3.5 days of integration
[16], effectively crossing the fundamental physics watershed.
That analysis has shown the dominant role of the tilt mea-
surements in the identification and subtraction of the local
disturbances. Aim of the present analysis is to improve the
identification and subtraction of the local and instrumental
disturbances by developing a more effective treatment of the
signals produced by the tiltmeters implemented in the RLG
set-up. To fully exploit the GINGERINO sensitivity we have
also improved the cross calibration procedure with the IERS
data. The unprecedented sensitivity of the order of 1 part
1012 of the Earth rotation rate appears, which is even bet-
ter than one hundred times the Lense–Thirring effect with
a bandwidth corresponding to a 600 s integration time and
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long term operation. The result shows that it is possible to
bring down to 0.1% the Lense–Thirring test planned for GIN-
GER, a factor ten improvement with respect to the original
proposal.

Plan of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 the general
scheme of the analysis is outlined. Section 3 reports the
results of the analysis applied to 103 days of data, illustrat-
ing the calibration procedure and the relative sensitivity, and
indicating the main instrumental limits of the apparatus. In
Sect. 4 we investigate the occurrence of signals due to defor-
mation of the Earth crust. Section 5 reports a general discus-
sion about the analysis. Conclusions are eventually drawn in
Sect. 6, including what we have learned in view of GINGER
and its application for fundamental physics measurements.

2 Purpose and general scheme of the analysis

Purpose of the analysis is to reconstruct the Earth angu-
lar rotation rate and the instrumental disturbances using the
RLG data and the environmental signals with the final goal
of improving sensitivity and investigating its effective value.
The procedure uses linear regression (LR) model [54–57]
minimising the square of the difference between the evalu-
ated and independently measured rotation rates. To this end
it is mandatory to subtract the contributions induced by the
non linear laser dynamics [12,13]. In the following the main
properties of the Sagnac frequency, the Earth rotation rate,
the experimental set-up, and the analysis components are
summarised.

2.1 The Sagnac frequency

The Sagnac gyroscope is identified by the oriented area A
enclosed by the optical path and the perimeter P correspond-
ing to its length. The Sagnac beating signal ωs

1 is proportional
to the scalar product between A and the total angular velocity
�T of the RLG optical cavity. Without loss of generality, we
can write

ωs = 2π
A

λ P
· �T

�T = �⊕ + �loc

SF = 2π
A

λ P
cos γ (1)

where λ is the laser wavelength, and �loc is the sum of all
possible angular velocities associated with Earth crust defor-
mations and instrument infinitesimal rotations. In general,

1 The conventional symbol to denote the Sagnac signal is fs , as it
is practical to measure beating frequencies in Hz. We use instead
ωs = 2π fs because the angular frequency is used in back scattering
calculations and its introduction leads to an adimensional scale factor
in Eq. (1).

local rotations are unknown in amplitude and direction but
very small compared to the Earth rotation rate �⊕, and so
they contribute to the Sagnac signal as an additive pertur-
bation. Here, �⊕ describes the Earth rotation rate and its
orientation, γ is the angle between the area vector and the
rotation axis, corresponding to the laboratory co-latitude for
horizontal RLGs, and SF is the scale factor. In our analysis
the cos γ is associated with the scale factor to simplify the
discussion, since effects of geometrical scale factor changes
cannot be distinguished from orientation changes. The mod-
ulus and direction of �⊕ changes in time, however it is con-
tinuously monitored by IERS. In the following we will use
uppercase � and lowercase ω for angular velocity (in units
of rad/s) and the corresponding Sagnac angular frequency,
respectively.2 In addition, their time dependence will not be
explicitly indicated.

2.2 Geodesic signals

The international system IERS provides the data to describe
the Earth motion on a daily basis, from which it is possible
to reconstruct the effect on GINGERINO, called geodesic
signal �I E RS , as the sum of the average Earth rotation rate
�⊕, the Length of Day (LoD) changes, celestial pole offsets,
UT1–UTC, polar motion and diurnal and semi-diurnal vari-
ations produced by ocean tides [5]. In the present analysis
the �I E RS time series is downloaded from Earth orientation
center of the Paris observatory [58].

2.3 GINGERINO experimental set up and data analysis

GINGERINO is a RLG with a square laser cavity, 3.6 m in
size. It is installed horizontally with its area vector aligned
with the local vertical. Its design is based on a hetero-lithic
(HL) mechanical structure, the 4 mirrors at the corners of
the cavity are contained inside vacuum tight boxes and con-
nected together by vacuum tubes. Interested readers can find
more details in the literature [51,52]. The mechanical struc-
ture is attached to a cross shaped monument made of granite,
connected in the center to the underneath bedrock through
a reinforced concrete block. The set-up is located under-
ground, where typical day-and-night temperature variations
are strongly suppressed, and far from anthropic disturbances.
The apparatus is protected by a cabinet, far from the large
experimental halls of the Gran Sasso laboratory, moreover
the electronics is contained in a separated room. The laser
optical cavity is aligned at the beginning of the run, and after
that it operates continuously and unattended. The geometry

2 Note, however, that for the sake of clarity we will use frequency
units, in Hz, when numerical evaluations of quantities and uncertainties
related to angular frequencies ω will be given all through the text and
figures.
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is not electronically controlled, this implies that mode jumps
and split lasing mode occur. Routinely more than 90% of the
data are of good quality [52]; however, for the present anal-
ysis data around laser mode jumps are discarded, leading us
to keep no more than 80% of the complete data set.

2.4 Model and parameters of the analysis

The Sagnac frequency ωs has to be evaluated by taking into
account laser dynamics contribution ωLD , (i.e. ωs = ωs0 −
ωLD , where ωs0 is a first estimation of the Sagnac signal, as
described in details in Refs. [12,13,16,59]), and then it can
be expressed as

ωs = Kcal ωI E RS + ωloc , (2)

where Kcal is a cross calibration constant, very close to 1,
found by comparing ωs and ωI E RS , the angular frequency
related to the �I E RS data, and the term representing local rota-
tions ωloc = ωenv +ωins , which takes into account signals of
environmental and geophysical origin ωenv , and rotations of
instrumental origin ωins . The present analysis does not dis-
tinguish between ωins and ωenv , but they are kept separated
as, in principle, we could get rid of ωins with an improved
design of RLG. To this aim, we are investigating the causes
of the disturbances of an instrumental origin with a dedicated
analysis [60].

The ωLD contribution is evaluated including in the LR
the 6 explanatory variables that correspond to the signals col-
lected at the output ports of the square cavity, i.e. the beat note
of the two counter propagating beams, the DC amplitudes
of the two mono beams I S1,2, their AC amplitudes PH1,2,
and their relative phase ε. Other explanatory variables come
from the available environmental signals: temperature, pres-
sure, air flow speed, the two channels (ζ1,2) of the tiltmeter
located on top of the granite table. The procedure is iterative
as some explanatory variables have to be elaborated using a
rough estimate of ωs , ωloc and some environmental signals.

2.5 Explanatory variables of the linear regression (LR)

The present analysis extends and refines the multiple lin-
ear regression procedure outlined in our recent work [16]. It
is worth noticing that the environmental infinitesimal rota-
tions affect at the same time the Sagnac angular frequency
ωs and the laser dynamics contribution ωLD . For this reason
ωLD is evaluated at the beginning with the complete set of
available explanatory variables related to laser dynamics and
environmental sources. In any case, the final result remains
unchanged if all the terms are kept in the LR procedure until
its end. Outputs of the analysis are an estimate of the geodesic
signal reconstructed from the RLG data ωgeo, the local angu-
lar velocity ωloc, and the residual of the model ΔMLR , which

provides an insight into physical phenomena not included in
the proposed model. The term accounting for local rotations
and the residuals read, respectively,

ωloc = ωs0 −
N∑

i=1

ai ωLDi − Kcal ωI E RS

ΔMLR = ωs0 − KcalωI E RS −
N∑

i=1

aiωLDi

−
M∑

j=1

b j env j −
K∑

k=1

ck F̃k, (3)

where env j are temperature, pressure, air flow speed, and the
two tiltmeter signals ζ1,2, the time series F̃k are the product
of the ζ1,2, or the DC monobeam signals PH1,2, mainly with
ωloc, but also with residuals of an intermediate stage, and
ai , b j , ck are weights of the LR procedure. The use of the
explanatory variables F̃k has been suggested by our recent
work [16]. However, ζ1,2 and the relative products with ωs

were used in Ref. [16] as separated explanatory variables.
The present analysis indicated that the effective variable was
the combination of the two, in the form of ζ1,2ωloc. To obtain
Kcal and ωs , the LR is iterated a few times using at the first
step only ωLD to provide a first evaluation of ωs . The calibra-
tion value Kcal is determined by imposing that at a fixed time
T0, arbitrarily chosen, the intercept IT0 of the LR is close to
zero, i.e. Kcal = (�geo(T0)+IT0)/�I E RS (T0); in the iterative
estimation of ωs this procedure is repeated.3 The estimation
of the geodesic angular frequency ωgeo is given by

ωgeo = ωs0 −
N∑

i=1

ai ωLDi −
M∑

j=1

b j env j −
K1∑

n=1

cn F̃n . (4)

We noticed that Kcal depends mostly on the absolute ori-
entation of the device. Being θ the colatitude, and assum-
ing that the geometry of the laser cavity is stable in time
because the temperature is rather stable and geometrical
variations are consequently small, it is possible to estimate
the inclination of the RLG at the cross calibration time,
θcss = arcsin(sin θ · Kcal).

Although the complete set of explanatory variables is used
in the initial analysis, we eventually keep only the statistical
independent ones that affect the residuals. Accordingly, we

3 To correctly evaluate �I E RS it is required to measure both the angle
θ of the area vector of the RLG with respect to the rotational axis and
the geometrical scale factor GSF = 2π A/(λP). With a single RLG, as
in the case of GINGERINO, we can estimate only a combination of the
two quantities. Due to local rotations, the orientation of our apparatus is
not fixed in time at the level of its sensitivity. Therefore, the model cross
calibrates at the time T0 and any change recovered by first and second
order expansions is reconstructed by the LR analysis using the infor-
mation of the explanatory variables. Assuming FS the scale factor for
horizontal orientation, the effective scale factor at the cross calibration
point is Kcal FS, and so ωs(T0) − ωloc(T0) = Kcal ωI E RS (T0).
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Fig. 1 The evaluated Sagnac frequency ωs/(2π)

neglect in our final elaboration pressure and air flow speed
signals, since they demonstrated a negligible effect.

3 Analysis results

The LR method has been applied to a set of data from day 1 to
103 of year 2020. The variables indicated in Eqs. 3-6 are time
series with 1

600 Hz sampling rate. Typical results changing the
cross calibration point reconstruct correctly �geo, the angu-
lar velocity variations associated with ωgeo. For example,
at cross calibration T0, modified Julian date 58886.23611,
Kcal = 1.000120452, corresponding to a misalignment with
respect to the RLG horizontal orientation of about 0.1 mrad
(at the cross calibration time). We emphasize that the rele-
vant signals are reproduced with a standard deviation of the
residuals ΔMLR at the nHz level. Figure 1 shows the evalu-
ated true Sagnac signal ωs , and Fig. 2 compares the effects
on the RLG of �geo and �I E RS , expressed in units of fre-
quency, Hz (corresponding in our notation to ωgeo/2π and
ωI E RS/2π , respectively). The agreement between the IERS
data and the evaluated �geo is so good that the two curves
are almost perfectly over imposed each other in Fig. 2.

Remarkably, the output of the LR analysis for the laser
dynamics and local disturbances leads to non negligible con-
tributions Their standard deviations, in units of frequency, are
as large as 6 mHz and 4.5 mHz, respectively, strongly sug-
gesting that the related effects must be carefully accounted
for in order to improve the instrumental sensitivity. Note that
ωLD has a bias close to 0.5 in units of frequency, remarking
the importance of the laser dynamics correction not only for
the sensitivity, but as well for the accuracy, which is the key
issue of GR tests [12,13].

The residual ΔMLR is associated with portions of the data
which cannot be explained by the model. Inclusion in the set
of explanatory variables of those created by multiplying ωloc

Fig. 2 �geo evaluated from the LR analysis applied to GINGERINO
data compared with Kcal ·�I E RS . The detail of 20 days is shown in the
inset. The data removed from the analysis are evident

Fig. 3 Typical Overlapping Allan Deviation of residuals ΔMLR , rel-
ative to mean ωs . Note that it is a factor 300 below the fundamental
physics watershed

by ζ1,2 and the DC mono beam signals has impact in the
results: we denote such variables as projectors, since they
are scalar products. In particular, for GINGERINO, mainly
ζ1,2 signals are used in the projectors, being the use of the
PH1,2 less relevant. Typical ΔMLR using a set of 4 or 5
projectors leads to a standard deviation as small as 4 nHz
in units of frequency (corresponding to 0.7 frad/s in angular
velocity).

The Overlapping Allan Deviation (OAD) of the residuals
ΔMLR , which provides information on noise and measure-
ment sensitivity as a function of the integration time τ , is
shown in Fig. 3. Remarkably, OAD is always below 6 parts
in 1012 of the Earth rotation rate, well below the target mean-
ingful for fundamental physics and geodesy, reported to be
1 part in 109 [7,16,49,50]. Moreover, the analysis has been
repeated using 30 days of June 16-July 15 2018, obtaining a
very similar behaviour of the OAD.

3.1 Calibration by sinusoidal signal injection

The residuals provide the estimation of the sensitivity level.
Since this value contains bias due to the tide models, we
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have implemented a supplementary method to estimate GIN-
GERINO sensitivity by adding to ωs two sinusoidal signals,
with frequency different from common tides. Then we run
the LR procedure, including the explanatory variables that
correspond to these probe signals. By looking at the results,
in particular at the precision of the estimated probe parame-
ters, we are able to calculate the signal to noise ratio and the
sensitivity of the method at the frequency of the sinusoidal
signals. In particular, the amplitude of the probes is 2.6 ·10−7

Hz (corresponding to the magnitude of the Lense-Thirring
effect at the GINGERINO site), whereas their periods are
40 days and 0.5 days, respectively. They are recovered by
the LR analysis with a signal to noise ratio of ∼ 500 and
∼ 1000, respectively, corresponding approximately to noise
floors of 0.5 nHz and 0.3 nHz in units of frequency (i.e. 0.1
frad/s and 0.05 frad/s in angular velocity), with a bandwidth
corresponding to a 600 s integration time.

3.2 Correlation between ωloc and ζ1,2

The present analysis shows a strong correlation between
RLG and tiltmeter signals. Note that GINGERINO is a HL
mechanical device, and its mirrors are not rigidly connected
to the monument because there are mechanical levers used
to align the square cavity. Those levers are not fixed and, in
case of monument tilts, the mechanical components will have
different equilibrium configurations to compensate gravita-
tional force. Since the mechanical parts are connected to each
other, the whole effect is an effective rotation of the laser cav-
ity. From ωloc, it is possible to estimate the effective phase
φ of the rotation. It has been straightforward to see a linear
relation between the effective inclination of the monument
and the reconstructed φ obtained by time integration of ωloc,
the effective rotation of the device with respect to the ground.
This is a clear indication that the GINGERINO cavity rotates
when the granite table changes its orientation [60]. The corre-
lation is not always linear, indicating that the HL mechanical
cavity has a complex behaviour.

4 Close look to the main features of the Earth rotation
rate

Known geophysical signals provide a real and effective play-
ground for the analysis of GINGERINO data. The Earth
rotation rate contains several important features, as LoD
effects, Earth normal modes and deformations induced by
tides. Accordingly �I E RS is the sum of different contribu-
tions, which can or not be taken into account in the anal-
ysis. Comparing the results obtained with different contri-
butions to �I E RS it is possible to isolate each contribution
by subtracting the different �geo elaborated by the different
input models. In this way the analysis has been already able

Fig. 4 Comparison of the ASD of ωI E RS and ωgeo: the main features
due to polar motion and to solid Earth tide are clearly visible and well
in agreement in both frequency and amplitude. Smaller and very tiny
resonances at higher frequency are well visible

to reproduce LoD effects by providing the term Δω3 [16].
This procedure has been repeated to evaluate LoD and the
variations produced by ocean tides contributions, obtaining
always results in agreement with the expectations, with a dis-
crepancy even smaller than 1 part in 103, consistent with the
sensitivity of the apparatus, as shown for example in Fig. 3.

4.1 Effects of tides and Earth normal modes

Since Earth is not a rigid body, tides and normal modes of the
Earth induce crust deformations. As a consequence, angular
rotations of the GINGERINO site occur; in the following we
focus on the effects due to tides and normal modes of the
Earth. The angular rotation signal provided by IERS con-
tains global signals, as polar motions, but also local signals
caused by the deformation of the crust induced by tides or
ocean loading. Figure 4 compares the Amplitude Spectral
Density (ASD) of ωI E RS and ωgeo; the semi diurnal peak,
at a frequency slightly above 2 × 10−5 Hz, is caused by the
solid Earth tide, ωgeo and ωI E RS are in good agreement each
other in that frequency region.

Deformations associated with Earth normal modes have a
typical frequency above 0.3 mHz (corresponding to a period
below 53.9 prime minutes). Figure 5 reports an expanded
view of the ASD in the relevant frequency range. As demon-
strated by the comparison of predictions and analysis results,
very small and tiny peaks due to deformations are well repro-
duced, although peak amplitude is systematically smaller by
more than 10% with respect to the predictions based on IERS
data.

Owing to the small amplitude of the signals relating to
normal modes, much smaller than typical disturbances of
the apparatus, at the present stage of the analysis we cannot
definitely conclude that the instrumental sensitivity is large
enough to truly reconstruct their occurrence in the consid-
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Fig. 5 Detail of the rotation associated with Earth normal modes. The
agreement with IERS expectation shows equal frequency, while the
amplitude of the different components is systematically smaller by more
than 10%. In the plot the positions of several well known resonances
are qualitatively indicated for comparison

ered frequency range. In general the agreement is very good
in the semi-diurnal signal, corresponding to a larger ampli-
tude, while normal modes are found systematically smaller
in amplitude.

4.2 Attempts to evaluate the rotation caused by deformation

Further analysis has been done on this important subject, in
order to recover the contribution of the diurnal and semidiur-
nal variations produced by ocean tides, which will be called
�de f in angular velocity and as ωde f in the relative effect on
the Sagnac signal. The analysis pipeline has been repeated
using �′

I E RS , i.e. the expected global signal without the tide
effects �de f , as it can be obtained with the available online
tools. For this analysis the June–July 2018 data set, 30 days,
has been used, since at that time the temperature variations
were a factor 5 smaller than for the 2020 data set, and the cor-
responding standard deviation of ωloc was 4 times smaller.
The estimation of ωde f is done subtracting the global and
local signals estimated in the two different analysis. In gen-
eral, �geo − �′

geo is equal to �de f at the level of tens of
frad/s, while the difference ω′

loc − ωloc is close to ωde f with
a noise of fractions of μHz. Figure 6 shows the amplitude
spectral density of ωde f and ω′

loc − ωloc. In this case, the
Earth normal modes are below the noise spectral density.

5 Discussions and findings

The analysis is based on the hypothesis that the Sagnac fre-
quency ωs is the sum of different components: laser distur-
bances ωLD , geodesic global signals ωgeo (to be compared
to the IERS measurement ωI E RS , which is used in the model)

Fig. 6 ASD of �de f as expected by IERS and evaluated with the
present analysis

and local disturbances ωloc. The model attempts to estimate
ωloc as the sum of terms independently evaluated using the
environmental signals as explanatory variables, in particular
temperature, tilts and mono beam amplitudes. GINGERINO
is affected by many disturbances, but since their amplitudes
are very small, it is taken for granted that they can be elim-
inated from ωs with the linear regression, assuming linear
(or second order) expansion of the transfer functions of the
environmental signals. It is worth noticing that the ωLD con-
tribution is comparable to ωloc and cannot be neglected, or
in other words the LR with environmental signals is not able
to identify the local disturbances. It is crucial to identify and
subtract ωLD , since it prevents the estimation of the angu-
lar velocity of the apparatus by means of a linear analysis
approach, owing to the non linearities of the laser dynamics
and the relevance of their effects. The described interpretation
of GINGERINO data is confirmed by the comparison with
the monolithic RLG of the Wettzell Observatory G, which is
not limited by large disturbances of instrumental origin, and
low frequency angular rotations around the vertical axis of
geophysical origin [61].

The general outcome of our analysis is that ωs is domi-
nated by local disturbances, which can be eliminated below
the 10 nHz noise level in units of frequency by using the
tiltmeter data. Sensitivity of the order of nHz or even better
shows up, compatible to approaching a few part in 1012 of the
Earth rotation rate. However, the method relies on the accu-
racy of the explanatory variables and it cannot be considered
predictive. In fact, we have the convergence of LR analysis
(with larger residuals), even if we perturb some explanatory
variables (for instance by slightly changing the Earth rotation
model).

The analysis shows that the sensitivity of the apparatus
is more than two orders of magnitude better than expected
[1]. The debate around RLG sensitivity is still active, mainly
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focusing to very small RLGs [62]; so far the limit for large
frame, high sensitivity RLGs is considered to be the shot
noise due to spontaneous emission of laser atoms [63].

Sensitivity is the key point for any fundamental physics
application of RLGs, and this discrepancy with the expected
noise level will deserve further investigation from theoretical
side. It is important to note that the nonlinear dynamics of the
laser affects all the spectrum, preventing an evaluation of the
measurement limits by looking only at the high frequency
part of the spectrum.

6 Conclusions

GINGERINO is a top sensitivity RLG, running far from
external disturbances and protected from large thermal excur-
sions in the deep underground environment. Its data are com-
pared with the global signal of the Earth rotation provided by
IERS. The present analysis takes into account and eliminates
the nonlinear disturbances originated by the laser dynamics
and recovers the global IERS signal with all its main fea-
tures. The obtained residuals, i.e. the unmodeled part of the
Sagnac signal, showing a standard deviation of the order of
a few nHz, indicate an unprecedented rotational sensitivity
below the frad/s level. By injecting probe signals in the GIN-
GERINO data, a sensitivity of 0.1 frad/s with 600 s integra-
tion time is suggested. This indicates the feasibility of Lense–
Thirring tests at the 0.1% level, a factor 10 improvement with
respect to the first GINGER proposal, eventually enabling
also to discriminate among different theories of gravitation
[64].

So far measurements of the Lense–Thirring effect have
been done by space experiments, using the gravity map of
the Earth independently measured by the GRACE mission,
and providing latitude averaged measurements [65–68]. The
promise of the GINGER project is the direct and local mea-
surement of the main GR features. To this aim, high accuracy
is necessary, and the cross calibration used in the present anal-
ysis has to be replaced by independent measurements of the
scale factor, to be electronically controlled during the RLG
operation [53]. The inclination angle θ has also to be eval-
uated independently: GINGER foresees the use of an RLG
oriented at the maximum Sagnac signal, i.e. with its area
vector parallel to the north pole direction. Being its signal
sensitive only at the second order to local tilts, it can be used
as a reference to determine the relevant inclination angles for
the other RLGs of the array.

The present analysis on GINGERINO data indicates that
residual disturbances are mainly of an instrumental origin,
suggesting the need for improvements in the mechanical
design in view of GINGER. Mechanical deformations and
uncontrolled rocking of the HL set-up, presently responsible
for disturbances hundreds of times larger than the signals we

are looking for, have to be reduced by a careful design of the
mechanical scheme. Moreover, long term thermal stability
is also of paramount importance, as discussed in [60], and
should also be improved.

In the near future we will devote efforts to investigate the
whole operation of the RLG from a theoretical side, with the
aim to develop a Monte Carlo simulation carefully account-
ing for all effects relating with laser dynamics. Compari-
son with simulations is expected to identify possible further
improvements in our analysis and to point out the effective
sensitivity limit of the RLG. Moreover, work is in progress
to apply the analysis scheme to data acquired by the RLG
of the geodesic observatory of Wettzell, in order to remove
nonlinear laser dynamics effects and improve its sensitivity.
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